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Do I have to be a pilot to sign up?
No. The power of the AD Cloud, tailored for
drone operations, makes it easy for anyone
to establish a professional drone business.
Connectivity is prevalent not just with flight
operations but also with business details and
objectives.

How much can I make?

What does it cost?

$125,000 or more your first year. You will
become a fully licensed independent business.
We give you the tools and connect you with
customers. The average hourly rate for
licensed drone operators is $165 / hour. You
can work as much or as a little as you choose,
so it really is up to you.

Our success kit is a nominal fee of $999
($799 for pilots) that takes you through the
first two stages of the process In addition to
obtaining your FAA drone license, you will
have the worlds most powerful UAV cloud at
your disposal, AD’s powerful marketing and
business generation team, and an assigned
territory that ensures plenty of opportunity.

How long does it take to start earning?
Our success kit can be completed in as little
as five weeks, with pilots able to finish in under
three weeks. Passing the FAA certification
exam is just the beginning. The second module
teaches you how to unleash the power of
the AD Cloud for your drone business. Both
modules are included in the success kit.
Once you complete these modules
successfully, it takes an additional four weeks
to master an industry solution and another
week to establish the business. So in as little
as ten weeks (under eight weeks for pilots),
you can start earning.
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I don’t have any experience with
drones. Can I do this?
Yes. Our drones are designed to be operated
by anyone. Our cloud unleashes the potential
of drones through automation. Our online
classes will clearly explain everything you need
to know in an easy to understand format.

I don’t have any experience running a
business. Can I do this?
Yes. If you are motivated to take control of your
own future and be your own boss, you can do
this! We at AD are entrepreneurs ourselves,
and we are passionate about empowering
individuals to oversee their own future. As
such, you can count on us to give you the
tools you need to be successful, as well as on
going support as your business grows. We only
succeed when you succeed.
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What kind of business will I own?
Graduates will have their own Limited Liability
Company (LLCs.) This structure was carefully
chosen because it is amazingly simple to own,
and it provides important legal protections for
the owner. You don’t have to know anything
about LLCs. By the end of the FF program,
you will have learned everything you need to
own and run your own business.

I’m not an entrepreneur. I don’t want
to deal with the hassle of owning I
business. I just want to work as a
drone operator. Is FF right for me?
Yes! We take care of everything on the
business end. You have the freedom to go as
big or as small as you wish. If you want, we
can send you mission requests in your town
and you choose which ones you will fly.
You need to be under an LLC to enjoy legal
protections and tax benefits, but we will handle
the details and explain everything along the
way. It is no more complicated than driving for
a ride sharing service.
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What are the fundamentals I am going
to learn? Why don’t I just learn on my
own?
Simply put, you will learn what you need to stay
safe and stay legal. Drones are not gadgets;
they are aircraft that are heavily regulated. And
when you start commercial operations, a higher
degree of skill is required, which you learn from
an experienced professional.
We will teach you how to operate a drone the
right way. Plus, you will have access to the
most sophisticated drone framework in the
industry, the AD Cloud. As a FF graduate, AD
will have your back.

What’s so special about this program?
Flight to the future is the only drone school that
gets you hands-on experience by remotely
overseeing a drone. This is a crucial piece of
experience. It allows the program to be offered
nationwide and provides you with the safety net
that is required as you progress through your
training – wherever you are located.
It follows our philosophy that drones are
aircraft, operators are pilots and safety is first.
Because we require this step, AD is able to
lease graduates of FF sophisticated equipment,
provide advanced commercial training and offer
insurance policies at deep discounts.
That means more money in your bank account.

